The size and metabolic rate of cells affect processes from the molecular to the organismal level. We present a quantitative, theoretical framework for studying relationships among cell volume, cellular metabolic rate, body size, and whole-organism metabolic rate that helps reveal the feedback between these levels of organization. We use this framework to show that average cell volume and average cellular metabolic rate cannot both remain constant with changes in body size because of the well known body-size dependence of whole-organism metabolic rate. Based on empirical data compiled for 18 cell types in mammals, we find that many cell types, including erythrocytes, hepatocytes, fibroblasts, and epithelial cells, follow a strategy in which cellular metabolic rate is body size dependent and cell volume is body size invariant. We suggest that this scaling holds for all quickly dividing cells, and conversely, that slowly dividing cells are expected to follow a strategy in which cell volume is body size dependent and cellular metabolic rate is roughly invariant with body size. Data for slowly dividing neurons and adipocytes show that cell volume does indeed scale with body size. From these results, we argue that the particular strategy followed depends on the structural and functional properties of the cell type. We also discuss consequences of these two strategies for cell number and capillary densities. Our results and conceptual framework emphasize fundamental constraints that link the structure and function of cells to that of whole organisms.
The size and metabolic rate of cells affect processes from the molecular to the organismal level. We present a quantitative, theoretical framework for studying relationships among cell volume, cellular metabolic rate, body size, and whole-organism metabolic rate that helps reveal the feedback between these levels of organization. We use this framework to show that average cell volume and average cellular metabolic rate cannot both remain constant with changes in body size because of the well known body-size dependence of whole-organism metabolic rate. Based on empirical data compiled for 18 cell types in mammals, we find that many cell types, including erythrocytes, hepatocytes, fibroblasts, and epithelial cells, follow a strategy in which cellular metabolic rate is body size dependent and cell volume is body size invariant. We suggest that this scaling holds for all quickly dividing cells, and conversely, that slowly dividing cells are expected to follow a strategy in which cell volume is body size dependent and cellular metabolic rate is roughly invariant with body size. Data for slowly dividing neurons and adipocytes show that cell volume does indeed scale with body size. From these results, we argue that the particular strategy followed depends on the structural and functional properties of the cell type. We also discuss consequences of these two strategies for cell number and capillary densities. Our results and conceptual framework emphasize fundamental constraints that link the structure and function of cells to that of whole organisms.
allometry ͉ body mass ͉ cell number ͉ cell size ͉ cell types M any biological studies focus on how cellular properties affect the structure and function of the whole organism. Little attention, however, has been paid to the inverse problem: to what extent do whole-organism anatomy and physiology influence cell size and function? Both research directions are necessary to develop a comprehensive, integrated understanding of biological systems.
Of particular relevance is the scaling of cell size and cellular metabolic rate with body size. Both have important consequences for cellular and whole-body properties (1, 2) , such as numbers of organelles, cells, and capillaries (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . There is little empirical consensus or theoretical understanding of how the numbers, sizes, and metabolic rates of cells change with body size. This lack of consensus is true despite numerous studies of cellular processes, including extensive work on cell size and genome length (1, 2, (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) , across a broad spectrum of different-sized mammals and other organisms. Schmidt-Nielsen (21) concluded that ''. . . large and small animals have cells that are roughly of the same size. . . '' so that ''. . . a large organism is not made up of larger cells, but of a larger number of cells of roughly the same size.'' This is the view predominantly expressed, or tacitly assumed, in much of the literature. However, exceptions to this pattern for certain cell types have been reported for almost a century. For example, empirical trends of increasing cell size with body size have been noted for both neurons and adipocytes, and theories specific to these tissues have been discussed (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . Indeed, D. Thompson (22) remarked that ''..whereas such cells as continue to divide throughout life tend to uniformity of size in all mammals, those which do not do so, and in particular the ganglion cells, continue to grow and their size becomes, therefore, a function of the duration of life.''
Theoretical Framework
In this article, we develop a theoretical framework for exploring the quantitative relationships between body size, cell size, and metabolic rate in mammals. We show how the scaling of whole-body metabolic rate, determined by the rate of oxygen consumption, plays a central role in determining the scaling of the size, number, and metabolic rate of different cell types. We begin by noting that whole-organism metabolic rate, B, scales approximately as M 3/4 , where M is body mass (3, 21, (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . Mass-specific metabolic rate, B/M, therefore scales approximately as
In Fig. 1 , we present empirical data for this relationship based on measurements of the oxygen consumption rates and the weights for 626 species of mammals that cover six orders of magnitude in body size.
Because the mass-specific metabolic rate represents the power consumed per gram, it can also be interpreted as the ratio of the average metabolic rate of a cell, B c , to the average cell size, m c : B/M ϭ B c /m c . Thus, Eq. 1 can be expressed as
Interpreted in this way, Fig. 1 demonstrates that the ratio of average cellular metabolic rate to average cell size decreases with increasing body size according to Eq. 2. Eq. 2 explicitly links cellular properties with the whole organism. This link demands a specific tradeoff between average cellular metabolic rate and average cell size such that as whole-organism body mass, M, varies, B c and m c cannot both simultaneously remain constant. This tradeoff is surprising because, a priori, it might be expected that, as new species and lineages evolve, natural selection would conserve the characteristics of basic building blocks, such as cells, by keeping their fundamental properties, like size and metabolic rate, invariant. This apparent lack of parsimony in natural selection revealed by Eq. 2 is a necessary consequence of the empirical fact that whole-body metabolic rate scales nonlinearly with body mass. This conclusion does not depend on the precise value of the allometric exponent nor on any theoretical model for understanding its origin.
Given that B c and m c cannot both remain constant simultaneously, two alternative selection strategies offer the next-simplest and most extreme possibilities: (i) average cell mass remains fixed (along with cell volume if cellular density is invariant), whereas average in vivo cellular metabolic rate varies
or, (ii) average cellular metabolic rate remains unchanged whereas average cell size varies
Here, t c represents cellular time scales that are closely tied to or determined by the metabolic processes and rates of the cell (27, 28) . Because body mass is merely the product of cell number and average cell mass, it follows that strategy i, in which cell size remains fixed, requires that the number of cells, N c , scales linearly with body mass. Additionally, because cellular metabolic rate scales as B c ϰ M Ϫ1/4 , time scales determined by cellular metabolism, which may include cell lifespan and cell-cycle time, must scale inversely as, t c ϰ M 1/4 (27, 28) . Strategy ii, in which cell size varies, requires that the total number of cells increases nonlinearly with body mass and that associated time scales be invariant with respect to body mass. Intermediate strategies in which cellular metabolic rate and cell mass both vary with body mass, in a manner consistent with Eq. 2, are also possible, but we note that strategies i and ii represent the simplest cases.
We include further detail about the cellular level by considering specific cell types and not just average cells. Because there are multiple cell types in the body, each with different characteristic sizes and metabolic rates [see supporting information (SI) Materials and Methods], whole-organism metabolic rate and body mass can be calculated by summing over all T cell types:
where, for each cell type, k, the number of cells is N c,k , the in vivo cellular metabolic rate is B c,k , cell mass is m c,k , and the total number of cells in the body is N c , (N c ϭ͚ kϭ0 T N c,k ). Thus, Eq. 2 could be reexpressed in terms of the ratios of the sums in Eqs. 5 and 6, and average cellular metabolic rate and cell mass represent averages across all cell types.
Relationships between the scaling exponents for individual cell types and those for the whole organism are derived in SI Materials and Methods.
Results
We analyzed empirical data for the size and number of cells to discover whether they match our expectations for either of the two extreme strategies outlined above (Eqs. 3 and 4), and thus, whether cell types can be classified according to these two strategies. We compiled data from the literature for mammalian species ranging in size from mice to elephants. We found data on cell size for 18 different cell types, and on cell number for 7 different cell types (see SI Materials and Methods). In this section and the associated figures, we use the notation V c , N c , m c , and B c for each cell type, not just averages across cell types, because this notation simplifies the presentation of the figures.
To test for the cell size relationships in Eqs. 3 and 4, we plot the logarithm of cell volume, ln(V c ), against the logarithm of body mass, ln(M), for all cell types. We found that strategy i (Eq. 3: invariant cell mass and scaling cellular metabolic rate) is consistent with the findings for the following 13 cell types: erythrocytes, fibroblasts, fibrocytes, goblet cells, hepatocytes, lung endothelial cells, lung interstitial cells, lung type I cells, lung type II cells, and cells from (25) , which contains a total of 626 species data points. The numerous small diamonds are the raw data. The data were binned to account for the bias toward species with small body masses, and the squares represent the average of the logarithms for every 0.1 log unit interval of mass (25) . The regression line is fitted to the binned data (squares). Note that the mass-specific metabolic rate can be thought of as either the ratio of whole-organism metabolic rate to body mass, B/M (Eq. 1) or the ratio of the average cellular metabolic rate to the average cell mass, Bc/mc (Eq. 2). It is clear that the mass-specific metabolic rate decreases with body mass with an exponent close to Ϫ1/4 [for the binned data the slope is Ϫ0.26 (P Ͻ 0.0001, n ϭ 52, 95% C.I.: Ϫ0.29, Ϫ0.24)]. This relationship demands a tradeoff between cellular metabolic rate and cell mass as body mass varies.
Fig. 2.
Plots of the logarithm of cell volume versus the logarithm of body mass for 14 cell types that most closely follow strategy i (invariant cell mass and scaling cellular metabolic rate). Except for alveolar macrophages, the 95% CI of the slopes all include the value of 0 that is expected for strategy i (Table 1) .
sebaceous glands, the glomerular epithelium, loop of Henle, and proximal convoluted tubules (Fig. 2) . For all of these cell types, the slopes of the fitted lines yield exponents with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) that include the value of 0 (Table 1) , consistent with strategy i. In addition, alveolar macrophages ( Fig. 2 ) have an exponent with a 95% CI that nearly includes 0 and is far from the exponent of 1/4, making this cell type most consistent with strategy i but suggesting it is not accurately described by either of our two extreme strategies. For the four remaining cell types (granular and Purkinje neurons, and adipocytes from the dorsal wall of the abdomen, and s.c. deposits), we found that strategy i does not hold ( Fig. 3) and that values for the allometric exponents are much closer to those for strategy ii (Eq. 4: scaling cell mass and invariant cellular metabolic rate). Specifically, the fitted slopes (range: 0.13-0.18) all have 95% CIs Ͼ0, but that are somewhat lower than the value of 0.25 that would be consistent with strategy ii (Table 1) . Possible reasons for these deviations are given in Discussion.
We also compiled data for cell number for seven cell types. Based on results in Figs. 2 and 3, five of these cell types (alveolar macrophages, lung endothelial cells, lung interstitial cells, lung type I cells, and lung type II cells) should follow strategy i more closely, and two of these cell types (adipocytes from the dorsal wall of the abdomen and superior cervical ganglion neurons) should follow strategy ii more closely. We plot cell number, ln(N c ), versus ln(M) to test this prediction, and indeed, this trend is what we find. Cell types that follow strategy i have allometric exponents with 95% CIs that include 1 for the scaling of cell number (Table 1 and SI Fig. 5 ), and cell types that follow strategy ii have exponents with 95% CIs that include 3/4 [0.80 for adipocytes (dorsal wall of abdomen) and 0.68 for superior cervical ganglion neurons (Table 1 and Fig. 4) ].
To confirm that our two strategies require a tradeoff between cell volume and cellular metabolic rate for each cell type, we need data for cellular metabolic rates from a variety of cell types across a broad assortment of organisms. A direct test of the scaling of cellular metabolic rates predicted by Eqs. 3 and 4 requires in vivo measurements of oxygen consumption for specified cell types. Such data are exceedingly difficult to obtain but are becoming increasingly feasible with advances in imaging technology. Porter reviews evidence that mass-specific metabolic rate decreases with body size, approximately according to Eq. 1, for specific cell types (29) . Based on his and Brand's in vitro measurements, Porter determines that the mass-specific metabolic rate of hepatocytes scales as M Ϫ0. 18 . Together with the above finding that hepatocyte cell mass is independent of body mass, this relationship suggests that their cellular metabolic rate decreases with body mass as M Ϫ0. 18 . In addition, Davies (30) analyzed data obtained by Krebs (31) for in vitro measurements of oxygen consumption from tissue slices, which likely contain diverse cell types, and he calculated the exponents for the scaling of mass-specific metabolic rate with body mass to be Ϫ0.07 for brain, Ϫ0.07 for kidney, Ϫ0.17 for liver, Ϫ0.10 for lung, and Ϫ0.14 for spleen. Unfortunately, all of these data are based on only nine species of mammals and on in vitro measurements of tissue slices that have been isolated from their vascular supply, affecting the measured cellular metabolic rates. [Note that the in vitro data described in this paragraph were obtained from freshly harvested cells, not cells cultured for multiple generations. Thus, the scaling of these specific data are expected to approximate the scaling of in vivo cellular metabolic rate better than in vitro measures in general (2) but are still likely to be underestimates of the in vivo values (30) ].
The total mitochondrial membrane surface area per volume of tissue has also been used as a proxy for mass-specific metabolic rate (32) . These measures are much less direct than those previously mentioned because they are static, volumetric measures with no connection to oxygen or resource consumption and no units of time. Moreover, this proxy may be particularly poor for muscle tissue in which total mitochondria more closely reflects maximal, rather than basal or field, metabolic rate (33). The measured exponents for total mitochondrial membrane surface area per volume versus body mass are: Ϫ0.24 (95% CI: Ϫ0.33, Ϫ0.15) for liver, Ϫ0.22 (95% CI: Ϫ0.42, Ϫ0.02) for kidney, Ϫ0.11 (95% CI: Ϫ0.21, Ϫ0.01) for brain, Ϫ0.16 (95% CI: Ϫ0.28, Ϫ0.04) for heart, Ϫ0.07 (95% CI: Ϫ0.71, 0.55) for lung, and Ϫ0.23 (95% CI: Ϫ0.84, Ϫ0.38) for skeletal muscle (32) . These values for the allometric exponents of massspecific metabolic rates are higher (except for lung) than the ones based on in vitro measures given above, and indeed, are generally closer to Ϫ1/4, consistent with the whole-organism scaling of mass-specific metabolic rate (Fig. 1) . Note that if mass-specific metabolic rate and cell size both scale according to Eqs. 3 and 4, consistent with data presented here, then the scaling of cellular metabolic rate must also follow these equations.
Discussion
Remarkably, almost all of the cell types for which we have data can be classified according to our two extreme strategies i and ii. Intermediate strategies, although certainly possible, require the coordinated evolution of multiple traits (e.g., cell size and metabolic rate) along with evolutionary changes in body size across phylogeny. This coordination could be achieved through gene networks, but we suggest that is more difficult than the evolutionary processes necessary to change cell size or cellular metabolic rate alone and, therefore, argue that intermediate strategies arise less often through the process of natural selection.
Nevertheless, there are reasons to believe that these two strategies do not fully capture the variation in cell mass with body mass. For example, the average of the exponents for cell types following strategy i is 0.03 (95% CI: Ϫ0.03,0.09), potentially indicating a slight positive trend for cell volume with body mass even for these cell types. In addition, alveolar macrophages and adipocytes from the dorsal wall of the abdomen have exponents with 95% CI that do not match strategy i or ii, as discussed below, and we only have a few cell types with which to test to strategy ii at all. Finally, for many cell types, data are only available for a limited number of species, resulting in large 95% CIs (Table 1) . Given the amazing diversity of cell types in mammals and other organisms, only further experimental work will determine the true generality and applicability of our framework. Although the empirical data in the Results section provide support for our two strategies, more data for a broad assortment of organisms and cell types taken from carefully designed experiments, ideally performed in vivo, are required to fully resolve the range of strategies used by cells.
Alternative strategies for cell size scaling imply alternative investment strategies for apportioning metabolic energy to replacement versus maintenance of cells. Cell division and replacement are energy intensive and require a sizeable fraction of the cell's energy resources (see, e.g., chapter 10 in ref.
2). Lowering cellular metabolic rates, as in strategy i, could be accomplished by reducing cell division rates, and indeed, this reduction is consistent with the inverse scaling of cellular metabolic rate and associated time scales listed for strategy i (Eq. 3). Moreover, cell maintenance requires substantial energy to maintain gradients at external cell membranes. Because cell walls define the surface area of the cell and surface area increases with cell size, larger cells would be expected to use more total energy than smaller cells, but because surfacearea-to-volume ratios decline with cell size, larger cells are expected to use less energy per volume than smaller cells. This expected increase in total cellular energy with cell size, however, seemingly contradicts the prediction of strategy ii that cellular metabolic rate is constant as cell size increases. The use of extensive empirical data to determine the body mass dependence of cellular metabolic rates is thus crucial for testing the validity of our two strategies, especially strategy ii, and research to understand more deeply the scaling of cell wall gradients with cell size is also warranted.
A crucial remaining challenge is to predict which cell types follow which strategy. The strategy followed should depend on how cellular-level structure and function affect the time scales and the relative allocation to replacement versus maintenance discussed above. Most cell types, such as erythrocytes, leukocytes and other immune system cells, liver and pancreas cells, and most epithelial cells require frequent replacement to maintain function, turning over rapidly with many cell divisions to replace cells that differentiate and die during the lifespan of the organism. There are, however, a few cell types whose functionality suggests that it is Fig. 3 . Plots of the logarithm of cell volume versus the logarithm of body mass for four cell types that most closely follow strategy ii (scaling cell mass and invariant cellular metabolic rate). The 95% CIs of the slopes are all Ͼ0 and near the values expected for strategy ii (Table 1) . Fig. 4 . Plots of the logarithm of cell number versus the logarithm of body mass for two cell types that most closely follow strategy ii (scaling cell mass and invariant cellular metabolic rate). The 95% CIs of the slopes all include the value of 0.75 corresponding to strategy ii (Table 1) .
necessary for them to turn over slowly, if at all, during adult lifespan. For example, white adipocytes store energy, and their volume comprises the nucleus, cytoplasm, and primarily a triglyceride droplet. Although adipocyte cytoplasm is highly metabolically active under certain conditions, the triglyceride droplet is relatively inert and requires little maintenance, likely resulting in long lifespans for these cells. In contrast, neurons and muscle cells are among the most metabolically active cells in the body and require constant maintenance. However, because they would be difficult to replace without serious disruption to structural and functional integration, it is advantageous for them to have very long lifespans. Thus, different cell types in the body can be classified as either quickly or slowly dividing, and this classification is aligned with the structural and functional requirements of the cells.
The rate at which cells divide is closely tied to cellular metabolic rate and nutrient availability (see ref. 5 and chapters 7 and 16 in ref.
2), as evidenced by the elevated metabolic rate of quickly dividing cancer cells (34) (35) (36) . For strategy i, where average cell size remains constant (Eq. 3), we predict that cell turnover increases with decreasing body size as M Ϫ1/4 . Given that mass-specific metabolic rate shows this same scaling relationship (B ϰ M Ϫ1/4 ), the increase in metabolic rate with decreasing body size provides fuel for higher cell turnover. Strategy i therefore allows for the possibility of short cell lifespans and rapid cell turnover. Quickly dividing cells, such as erythrocytes and hepatocytes, are therefore predicted to follow strategy i, Eq. 3, so their size should be independent of body mass.
For strategy ii, however, turnover rates of cells are expected to be independent of body size (M 0 ) (Eq. 4). Strategy ii therefore allows for the possibility that cell lifespan is of an indefinite length, limited only by the lifetime of the organism, but requires ongoing allocation of metabolic energy to maintenance. Slowly dividing cells, such as adipocytes and neurons, are therefore expected to most closely follow strategy ii, so their cell masses are predicted to scale roughly as M 1/4 with body size (Eq. 4) and their numbers as M 3/4 . These predictions for which cell types follow which strategies are generally consistent with our findings in Results, but we now discuss possible explanations for the deviations observed for alveolar macrophages, adipocytes from the dorsal wall of the abdomen, and cerebellar granule and Purkinje neurons. The scaling exponent for the volume of alveolar macrophages is significantly higher than zero (Table 1) , and this trend may be because alveolar macrophages phagocytose microbes, particles, and even erythrocytes. Depending upon what has been phagocytosed, the vacuoles in these macrophages will be of varying size, thus affecting the total volume of the cell. Consequently, the volume of alveolar macrophages likely depends more on the environment and specific substances that have been encountered than on the size of the organism in which it lives, likely placing it outside of our two extreme strategies.
The scaling exponent for adipocyte volumes from the dorsal wall of the abdomen is lower than would be predicted for strategy ii (Table 1) , and the 95% CI is quite large considering the relative abundance of data. Compared with other cell types, adipocyte volumes are especially variable, even within a species, because of different functional roles for adipocytes in different parts of the body, e.g., metabolically active adipocytes like those from the dorsal wall of the abdomen versus structural adipocytes like those in the eye socket. In addition, environmental differences in resources and temperature can affect the size of adipocytes and relative proportion of depots. To deal with the first of these issues, we isolated our analyses to adipocytes from specific parts of the body: the dorsal wall of the abdomen and the skin. Ideally, we would also account for environmental differences in resources and temperature, but for the current data, we are ignorant of these conditions. (For cell number these effects may not be as important, as evidenced by the greatly reduced variation for these data seen in Fig. 4 .) It is very likely that environmental effects cause the large uncertainty in the scaling exponent for adipocyte volume. For these same reasons, it is difficult to determine the allometric scaling relationship for the total tissue volume of adipocytes. If this scaling relationship is nonlinear with body mass, additional effects may change the expected scaling for cell volume, as now explained for the brain and certain neurons.
The fact that the cell sizes of two types of neurons, granule and Purkinje, have scaling exponents substantially Ͻ1/4 may have a simple explanation. Some organs, e.g., the brain, receive their blood supply from a nearly autonomous part of the cardiovascular system. Consequently, following the theory of West et al. (26) Table 1 are consistent with these predicted exponents.
This prediction requires some minor corrections because the proportion of brain mass composed of neurons, as reflected in the relative quantities of gray and white matter, scales weakly with brain mass (39) . Additional corrections may arise because the fraction of brain mass composed of different parts of the brain (e.g., telencephalon and medulla) can also scale with brain mass (40) , and these different brain parts potentially correspond to different types of neurons. More detailed considerations of the constraints that neuronal function (e.g., conduction velocity) places on neuronal size and structure are analyzed by Wang and colleagues (41, 42) , and this rich complexity of neuronal architecture may lead to further refinement of our arguments. Finally, it is noteworthy that the hippocampus and olfactory bulb are the two brain areas in which neurons are replaced regularly on a large scale. Therefore, we predict that the size of adult-generated neuron types from these brain regions should be independent of body size, in distinct contrast to the scaling behavior of other neurons.
The alternative strategies given by Eqs. 3 and 4 can be further interpreted in terms of the theoretical framework proposed by West et al. (26) for understanding the origin of the 3/4 exponent in Eq. 1. This theory is based on generic properties of optimized, spacefilling vascular networks that deliver vital resources, such as oxygen, to cells (26) . An important assumption of the theory, motivated by natural selection, is that the physical properties of the terminal units of these networks are invariant with respect to body mass. In the circulatory system, not only is the size of capillaries assumed to be invariant, but so too is their blood flow rate, which ultimately determines the rate of resource delivery and therefore, the metabolic rate. This constancy of structural and functional properties of capillaries stands in distinct contrast to the inability of cells to maintain simultaneously the constancy of both size and metabolic rate. Indeed, the invariance of capillary parameters dictates that not all cell parameters, e.g., cell size and metabolic rate, can be invariant with respect to body mass. Empirical data for mammals support the assumption of invariance of capillary size and flow rate and of the size of erythrocytes and leukocytes (21, 23) .
Independent of whether cell size remains constant or scales with body size, West et al. (26) predict that capillary density scales as M Ϫ1/4 . However, the alternative strategies described by Eqs. 3 and 4 lead to different predictions for the number of capillaries relative to the number of cells. For cell types that are invariant in size (strategy i), the number of capillaries per cell is predicted to decrease with increasing body size as M Ϫ1/4 , the original prediction of West et al. (26) . For cell types such as nerve, muscle, and fat, where cell size increases with body size as approximately M 1/4 (strategy ii), the number of capillaries per cell is predicted to be approximately invariant. This prediction is consistent with cellular metabolic rate being independent of body size for these cell types because the metabolic power supplied by an individual capillary is invariant and the number of cells receiving that power is invariant. The exact relationships may be complicated because of specific geometrical constraints. For example, a substantial fraction of the volume of most neurons is composed of axons and dendrites, which would be expected to vary in length with body size. Cardiac and skeletal muscle cells similarly tend to increase much more in length than in diameter with increasing body size.
It would be instructive to understand better the architecture of capillary supply to different tissues, as well as the sizes, division rates, and lifespans of different cell types in vivo and in vitro, and the densities and turnover rates of cellular components such as mitochondria and enzymes. Additionally, it would be of great interest to determine empirically and to understand theoretically the scaling of the sizes and metabolic rates of mammalian stem cells. Because stem cells divide frequently, the framework developed here would naively predict that sizes of stem cells should remain invariant and that their in situ metabolic rates should scale as M Ϫ1/4 across species. These same predictions should also apply to brown adipocytes, which can be highly metabolically active and divide rapidly, providing a strong contrast with the white adipocytes discussed in this article.
The critical point is that the theory dictates how generic properties of the vascular network constrain resource supply to cells. The structure and function of the vascular system and the associated M 3/4 scaling of whole-organism metabolic rate implies that it is impossible for all of the fundamental properties of cells to remain invariant as body size changes during both ontogeny and phylogeny. Depending on the structural and functional properties of cell types, either cell size, cellular metabolic rate, or possibly both, must change as body size varies through ontogeny and phylogeny. Figs. 2-4 are given in SI Tables 2-4. We required that at least six data points be available for a cell type to be included in our analyses. Data were taken from the references that are listed therein. The methods for obtaining and measuring each cell type are detailed in these original references. When different studies measured values for the same cell type, we combined the data into a single dataset. When multiple values of a given cell type were reported for a given species, the geometric mean of values was used for analysis. We did not, however, average values for Fisher 344 and Sprague-Dawley rats because these rats may be considerably different metabolically and because the original source did not average these values. We also excluded data for cerebellar Purkinje neurons from Friede (15) , which largely disagreed with more recent values from (12, 13) , because, as stated there, these measures were meant to facilitate interspecies comparisons but not to establish absolute values for cell volume. Redoing the statistics and figures with the average for rats discussed above or the data from Friede has almost no influence on the exact numbers in Table 1 and does not affect any of our conclusions.
Methods

Data used in
For adipocytes, data from 15 depots throughout the body were provided by C. M. Pond (The Open University, Milton Keynes, U.K.). Because of differing resource availability for the sampled mammals, exponents for cell size were variable across depots. In this article, we use only adipocytes from the dorsal wall of the abdomen (specifically from a depot sometimes called the retroperitoneal that includes perirenal adipose tissue and extends along the inner wall of the abdomen into the pelvis) because they are representative of general storage adipose (C. M. Pond, personal communication).
Allometric exponents were determined by using ordinary least squares (OLS) regression on ln-ln plots of the data. See Methods in ref. 38 for more information. CIs and P values were computed by using Mathematica (Wolfram Research, Inc., Champaign, IL).
